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1. Introduction 

The term ‘incentive’ has a wider connotation.  In the restricted sense, it is used as participation and broadly, it 

refers to a form of financial motivation. The concept of incentive has been used to explain the increased 

willingness to work and not the capacity to work. Psychologists often use the term ‘goal’ to imply ‘incentives’, 

which are outside the individuals and are sometimes referred to as rewards , towards which workers motivation  

are directed. However, the word ‘incentive’ in the context of an industrial organization, mostly  equated with  

tangible financial rewards such as increased pay, extra monetary reward for better performance, reduced cost 

etc. and also intangible rewards like praise or power ,better working conditions and the like. In other words, it 

refers to providing a better ecology in which the employees willingly contribute their best to the organization, at 

the same time satisfying their own needs. It is a way of realizing the fact that human beings differ not only in 

their ability but also in their willingness to do in responding to motivation. 

II. Incentives Classified: 

Incentives are broadly classified into two types: Monetary and Non-monetary incentives.  Money is a very 

complicated motivating factor. According to, Gellerman” the most subtle and most important characteristic of 

money is its power as a symbol. Its most obvious symbolic power is its market value .It is what money can buy, 

not money itself that gives its value. But money’s symbolic power is not limited to its market value. Since 

money has no intrinsic meaning of its own, it can symbolize almost any need an individual wants it to represent. 

In other words, money can mean whatever people want it to mean”. 

Willam. F.Whyte from his extensive study on incentive pay schemes has come to the conclusion that money, 

which has been traditionally the most popular motivational tool,” is not as almighty as it is supposed to be, 

particularly for production workers.”Whyte estimated that only about 10 percent of the production workers in 

the US will ignore group pressure and produce as much as possible in response to an incentive plan. This  points 

to the fact that while workers are interested in improving their own financial position, there are many other 

factors, which are non-monetary in nature, influencing the workers behavior. In the Indian context also, it has 

been observed that financial gain alone do not bring about the desired motivation. Along with monetary 

incentives, non-financial incentives such as harmonious labor-management relationship, recognition for good 

work, sense of belonging, higher responsibility, greater authority, job satisfaction, better working conditions, 

greater leisure, challenging assignments, interesting work itself, appreciation etc. motivate workers to achieve 

organizational goals. Incentives have also been classified into “individual”,  ”group” and “organization -wide”. 

In an individual incentive scheme, the rewards are based solely on individual performance. Group incentive 

schemes provide for payment either equally or proportionately to individuals within a group. The organization-

wide incentive scheme involves co-operation and collective effort of the   employees and management to 

accomplish broader organizational objectives like reduce cost of production, eliminate wastage, decrease 

absenteeism, strengthen employer-employee relationship and enhance employee loyalty to the organization. 

III. Monetary incentive schemes in Rourkela Steel Plant 

Rourkela Steel Plant, the first integrated steel plant in the public sector set up after independence, is a  producer 

of diversified range of sophisticated steel products in India. It was also the largest employer in the state of 

Odisha,  providing both direct and indirect employment to more than fifty thousand people when it started its 

operation in late 50s. The plant had introduced its first Incentive Scheme as early as December, 1961 with a 

clear cut objective of improving production by providing monetary incentives to its employees. The scheme was 

then known as “HSL Bonus Scheme” introduced simultaneously in three steel plants at Bhilai, Durgapur and 

Rourkela. The scheme in Rourkela Steel Plant was implemented when the  production  capacity of the Plant was 

1 MT ingot steel production per annum with the main emphasis on ingot steel production. In August 1964, the 

scheme was modified to make it more effective by introducing the concept of weight -age factors for equalizing 

the efforts required for producing different sizes of products. This scheme was further modified in December 

1968 by revising the incentive targets after the expansion of steel plant units commissioned under 1.8 MT . 

The onset of the concept of liberalization, privatization and globalization brought about a sea change in the 

management philosophy of business organizations during the early 90’s. 
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Rourkela Steel Plant  prepared  itself to accept the challenges of change that was sweeping the Indian economy  

then . Iron and steel materials were decontrolled with effect from January, 1992.More than three decades of 

working in a protected environment and government control, the transition to a free market economy with 

competitors from inside as well as import liberalization, the immediate concern was to remain in the market as a 

respected player satisfying the customer needs by way of adhering to quality, price and timely delivery at the 

customers’ destination. It also involved constantly keeping the customers satisfied ensuring their loyalty. The 

management at RSP realized that the objectives could be achieved only through its strength- large human 

resource. RSP has a total strength of 17631 employees on its roll out of which 15507 are non-executives and 

2124 are officers as on 1
st
 April , 2014. This necessitated taking care of the needs of the people behind the 

machines. Keeping this in view, RSP started relooking at its HR Policies. At this stage, it was thought of that the 

motivational schemes need to be revised having the business objectives in mind. Out of various individual, 

group and organization-wide monetary and non-monetary schemes in place at RSP, the following five monetary 

schemes are considered to be very vital from the organizational point of view on which RSP incurred an 

expenditure of Rs.472.07 lakhs alone during the Financial Year 2013-14: 

1. Production Incentive Scheme(S-1to S-11 Grade). 

2. Reward Scheme.(S-1 to S-11 Grade ) 

3.     Quality Based Motivational Scheme(S-1 to S-11 ) 

4.     Cost Capacity Reward Scheme.(S-1 to S-11 Grade) 

5.     Daily Production Incentive Scheme.(Ad hoc Scheme) (Last applicable from July’14 to September’14) 

The Production Incentive Scheme and the Quality Based Motivational Scheme were introduced after tripartite 

agreements with the recognized Union. The other three schemes were introduced by the management 

unilaterally. The details of the schemes are discussed below.  

(A) Production Incentive Scheme 

The scheme was implemented to “increase effectiveness and to motivate the employees for utilization of higher 

capacity. The scheme covers all the employees from S1 to S-11 grade. The objective of the scheme is to 

achieve 100% or beyond the Rated Capacity of individual production departments having different production 

targets. Production Targets: For each department, an Incentive Schedule is available starting with Minimum 

production level at which incentive earning begins, known as “Cut-off” point. Beyond the cut-off level, the 

schedule specifies production levels and corresponding incentive percentage payable. The minimum amount 

payable is 10% of money potential (maximum money payable) at cut-off point and 100% at maximum level. 

The maximum incentive potential (Rs./Month) for employees in different grades working in different production 

units are available in a Money Table which was decided on 26th March, 1987 along with the then recognized 

union through a tripartite agreement and applicable even today. The amount varies from Rs.170/- at S-1 level to 

Rs.720/- at S-11. The incentive amount payable to an employee is calculated on weekly performance basis. The 

scheme is based on weekly assessment of performance of different production departments. Week starts on 

different days for different departments.   For example, for Hot Strip Mill, week starts from Tuesday ‘A’ shift to 

Monday ‘C’ shift. Similarly, for Blast Furnaces Department it starts from Sunday ‘A’ shift to Saturday ‘C’ shift.  

 The maximum incentive potential (Rs/Month) for the employees in different grades working in the production 

units are indicated in Table- (1). 

                      TABLE- (1) 
           GRADE                                             MONTHLY INCENTIVE AMOUNT (Rs) 
                                  

             S-1                                                          170 

             S-2                                                205 
             S-3                                            244 

             S-4                                            295 

             S-5                                            369 
             S-6                                            452 

             S-7                                            554 

             S-8                                            655 
             S-9/S-10/S-11                                            720 

(B)  Reward Scheme 

 This Scheme was introduced in RSP since April’ 2008. The objective of the scheme is to fulfill the Annual 

Production Plan of the company during a financial year.  This Scheme covers employees from S-1 to S-11 

grades. For the employees, the Reward scheme is based on two components-‘Own Component’ and ‘Saleable 

Steel Component’ having 100% potential.  

                               TABLE-  (2) 
          . 

No. 

ITEMS % OF POTENTIAL 

Non-Executives 

1. Own Component  60 % 

2. Saleable Steel Component 40 % 

Total 100 % 

Production Targets 
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Own Component has 60% potential and Saleable Steel has 40% as indicated in the Table – (2). Own 

components are the products of each production unit. Own Components for all the departments are specified in 

the scheme.         

Production in physical tons which confirms to the specifications laid down for each product, whether for sale or 

for the next stage in the process of manufacture is considered for calculation of monetary   incentive. 

There are four levels of production targets (L- I, L- II, L- III and L- IV) for each group. The Annual Production 

Plan (APP) for each major production unit is considered as L- IV target (100%) and the other three levels are 

computed as follows: 

L-I    = 70% of APP 

L-II   = 80% of APP 

L-III   = 95% of APP 

  L-IV =  100%  of APP 

The reward targets are decided on a monthly basis. The performance under this scheme is assessed   every 

calendar month.   

Quantum of Payment  

For reaching or exceeding any of the four levels of production targets in the calendar month, the incentive 

money earned is paid to the  employees ranging from Rs.130/-(L-I) to Rs.186/-(L-IV) for own component and 

Rs.87/-(L-1) toRs.124/-(L-IV) for saleable steel component at (S-1), the lowest grade of non-executive.  

MAKE-UP AMOUNT 

Provision has been made for Make-up amount for the production performance for each quarter, First six months, 

First nine months and for the whole year.  

 (C)  Quality Based Motivational Scheme (QBMS) 

The scheme is in operation since January, 2002 after a Tripartite Agreement arrived at with the recognized 

union on 13
th

 February, 2002.  As per the Agreement, the scheme was modified “keeping in view the  

continuous improvement in performance of a parameter rendering the existing Start and Norm redundant , 

change in production level, change of technology and product mix etc”. This Agreement also envisages “the 

existing Quality Parameters pertaining to a department/group would be subject to revision after mutual 

discussion depending on ‘The Market Scenario and Customer Demand’. This was a unique Agreement in the 

sense that the representatives of the workers accepted the significant influence of the competitive market in a 

liberalized economy on the performance of their Plant and the importance of becoming Customer focused.  

The scheme covers all the non-executive employees from S-1 to S-11 Grades. 

The scheme is based on Two Quality Factors, each having equal weights, known as techno-economic 

parameters identified for each of the major production departments and specified in the scheme. 

The performance under QBMS is evaluated in each calendar month.  

 Quality Factors:  An example showing the   two quality parameters  for Coke Ovens  department are given in 

Table-(3). 

       TABLE-(3) 
Department/  Two Quality Factors Unit Start Norm 

1. MICUM INDEX (M10) % 9 8.5 

2. CO GAS YIELD ON DRY COLD CHGD. NCU.M/T 290 305 

For each of the two quality parameters, two levels of performance are determined. These are known as the 

“Start” and the “Norm”.  

(D)  Cost Capacity Reward Scheme   

This Scheme is in operation since April, 2008. The scheme is based on assessing efficiency of six parameters for 

each production unit / group. The parameters are: 

i) Two techno-economic factors. 

ii) Capacity Utilization Parameter. 

iii) Energy Parameter. 

iv) Gross Margin- Common to all individual groups. 

v) Works Cost- For respective Production Unit / Group 

(E) Daily Production Incentive Scheme (ADHOC SCHEME) 

The scheme is not a regular one. Depending on the market demand for steel, the scheme is implemented to 

achieve higher production target.  Daily Production Incentive Scheme was introduced in October 2007. The 

Scheme was last implemented from July’14 to September’14. 

The scheme is applicable to all the employees of the Plant   from S-1 to S-11grade. 

SALIENT FEATURES 

The scheme is based on achievement of daily target of qualifying parameters for eleven  main production 

departments. The daily production target fixed and amount payable at different levels of production are as 

follows:  
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  LEVEL                  Target as % of Daily APP      Money Payable (Rs/Day/ Employee) 

     L-I                                   97%                                            60 

     L-II         99%      90  

     L-III             100%               110 

     L-IV                                       102%                                                 120 

 

Impact of Motivational Schemes in Rourkela Steel Plant 

To assess the impact of the five Motivational Schemes in RSP, the researcher analyzed the performance of the 

Plant over the last three years. The performance in the major areas like Production, Productivity and Finance 

were studied from the relevant published data for the last three years. The findings are given below 

I) Production 
Production (Metric Tonnes) 11-12 12-13 13-14 

Hot Metal 2309012 2365824 2538322 

Total Crude Steel 2170211 2207282 2291340 

Total Salable Steel 2080125 2144344 2348247 

II) Productivity Parameters 

   Some of the major indicators of operational efficiency of the Plant analyzed which are given     below.  

 a)  Labour Productivity (Ton of Crude Steel / MAN/YEAR) 
Year 11-12 12-13 13-14 

Productivity 189 197 216 

b)   Impact on Energy Consumption (Giga Calorie / Ton of Crude Steel) 

 

 

 c)  Financial Health of RSP  

      Net profit of Rourkela Steel Plant for the last three years is given in the following Table. (Rs, in 10 million) 
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